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^ DEVELOPMENT OF A FIELD SURVEY ORGAJJIZATIOH

IN AFRICAN STATISISCAL OFFICES

:■:..." , (Note "by the Secretariat)

Heed for a permanent field survey organisation, and 1tR main advantages

" 1. 9bi first two oonferenoes of African statisticians strongly recommended

the establishment of permanent field survey organizations in African statis

tical offices and the need for such organizations was clearly shown by the

review of field survey requirements made by the first conference. It has

'become a.common experience of Afrioan countries when reaching independence

during the last few years to find themselves lacking much of the essential

'"information on the basic sectors of their economies, in particular the private

seotors: comprising both households and enterprises.. Much oftMs. information

can only Jaie oolleoted by means of trained enumerators-and it |s not surprising,

therefore, t^at emphasis is placed by African governments on. intensive pro-

grammes ofjfiel<i; surveys designed to provide the basic information required for

i&e establishment of development plane*/ '-^r- ■' ■,ii.i--- . - ■■:.■■;.: l-

,2/ It has not yety however, been fully, realieeii that the ..establishment of a

"permanent field survey; organization, either as part of the central statistical

service "or' on ^ decentralised basis iii other government departments/, is the

'". bni^'j^iisfaotory means■&$. which mast African countries can implement a

"comprehensive survey programme, as oan be best seen when considering the oost

and -efficiency of survey .30,5k uncter conditions prevailing in Afrioa,

- r 3>- ^O&e ^overhead costs of field surveys have been shown by African experience

to >be an...im^Qrtant factor, oven.-though they are often ignored in statistical

tezt books and sometimes omitted from survey budgets. Some of the main items

comprising thec3 costs aro as follows. At the planning stage o£ A smryey it

is not unusual to find that several months are spent by one or,: more statis*

tioians in testing methods and questionnaires as a result of difficulties

encountered in understanding a new rural environment* The training of

enumerators at .the next,stage involves not only the salaries of new recruits

for a relatively short period j^rior to the oomaenoement of the survey, but

also a high cost of supervision, an<V instruction, which is further increased

_^_ -.. __ :i^*..::-
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5. The second factor, quality and skill of field staff, will on the other

hand present less difficulty as primary education spreads in Afrioa. It

should however he rememhered that non-sampling errors, in particular ±he

unoonoious Masses of enumerators, are likely to raise more significant

problems in most survey programmes than sampling errors. This does not imply

that the ability of Afrioan enumerators is lower than in other continents.

They have on the contrary shown a remarkable facility in adapting themselves

to difficult tasks, suoh as mapping a country to obtain a frame, handling a

great number of sophisticated questionnaires etc,but it must be accepted

that their low educational level adds to the burden of training and, in

addition, the illiteraoy of the reporting population, especially in rural

areas, tends to make the task of enumerators more difficult than in many other

parts of the world* , .

6. "it follows from the above analysis that any field organization requires

the following characteristics if minimum costs and maximum efficiency are to
■ './. ..■■: '■.-' pli*;;.■(.'■

be achieved. < . *!'

,'"' (a) It must draw on the minimum number of senior statisticians and in

„ '['" many countries should be. capable of being, operated by a singly

. professional officer. ■ '.[.o

(b) draining oosts should be kept to a minimum, both for field and

processing staff.

(c) Transport costs, should be kept to a minimum, ■ ;i;,.

7f .These conditions can only be met by a permanent field organization in

which a,high degree of specialization can be achieved by .both field and

processing staff over a long period of selection and training and in,which

there can be considerable standardization of work at all levels in order to

relieve senior staff of routine tasks. ,...''.

8. Within such an, organization,rtit is alsb'possible to minimize transport

costs by the creation of branoh offices to supervise the work of enumerators

spread over larg;e areas. .

The initiation an'd development, of survey operations.

9. In the foregoing paragraphs the desirability and advantages of establish

ing a permanent survey organization have been discussed*
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It is n°w^o9sSary,to famine :.theprocess,by which purvey work~is likely to
"be inltlar^e^^and developed.... , . .... ■ , ,

..a?*.development.of ,an adequate survey organization is c considerable

»*-"-#, ^.respective of wither it functions as part of the statistical
is decentralised, in other government departments and most govern

ments pre .unwilling or, unable to accept the heavy; additiona* expenditure

involved in setting «p such an organization untill they feel an urgent need
for ;the results which, it is .able to produce. Bxperience ha. shown *hat survey

mcst countries. is: usually,initiated in the form of ad too.^.w Of

topics. T?:T?*JX*:1**MMa** ^™* interest-in particular
" P°-^-to,e,tabMsh^:n^u ofh^n^

and to obtain experience, in recording *ad practical •
organxzation, thus providing the basis for a larger organization^hofa its
^fationteop^aa poibl

°* acclilT/^-*9" tUdSela*1 ma^°w« ^-urcea it must therefo^be
etucepxea tnat.» in most couriti'ifin OTT. * ~

*■ *wj.i* oui VO.VB * Iff111

process. It -

J^ ^^* • -•* ***- oountrief
th? jransiticn.from actively ^all mobile.staf* engaged n

i:to the devei°pment °f * >~«

of economy and simplicity of organiza-

field. o!ne.ra:Upn8,ui#er the^ control of a few agencies as .far as is

Itignow.gener.aliy accepted that a statistical field" OTganiza-
■ pan-be expected to handle all,typeB of .econcmic,enquiry of a general

nature which do not closely involve, the-technical activities of specialized

.government, toartm3ntgr Its coverage of different subject, can therefore be

.vary w,de and,the mst suitable oreanization,«r controlling its operations

would, in most countries, appear to be the statistical office. '

13. On the other hand, tfe achievements, of agricultural departments^-many
i;if*xcan. countries on the Occasion of i960 tforld Census cf Agriculture sh'dw the

great advantages of using ^agricultural extensicn s^taff in many types'of
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agricultural surveys, including.area and yield measurements for annual

statistics. ■■.-■ ■: - • -

Standardization of methods., an4 .procedures. ■

14. Standardization would* :in its ultimate .form, refer to the repetition over

time of the same types, of surveys and the same types of analysis. As has

already teen pointed out, this would greatly simplify tfc* task of the. senior

staff of a permanent field survey organization and would result in a high

degree of specialization in both field and.processing aotivities..

15. There is no difficulty in applying such a concept to recurring types of

survey such as current agricultural- statistics. If, for example, an agri

cultural extension staff is trained in the measurement of areas and crop

yields during a given year, it is desiratte that the same staff-should: he used

in carrying out the same work in subsequent years. The same.can be said for

other recurring tasks, such as collection of prices in rural or urban;markets,

.registration of births and deaths, collection of data on consumers' expenditure

'l6. Experience shows, however, that it is no simple task for a statistical

office to design',a highly standardized programme of surveys over a succession

of years. The first difficulty is that certain operations* such as censuses

of population and establishments, are by definition of a non recurrent nature

sinoe they are meant to study existing structures rather than to measure

continuous flows. .Certain categories of flows, on the other hand, do not

lend themselves easily to rigid enquiry methods. The best example isperhaps

that of migrations, since the inters:'.ty and.type of migration, either urban or

rural, may differ,considerably between areas and between different periods of

time. More generally, it has to be accepted that the process of economic

development is far from being uniform over space or over time in a given oou

country and it therefore follows that the attention of economic planners will

have a tendency to focus at oertain times on^certain areas, for example, in

connexion with regional projects, and at other times on certain problems,

such as commercial circuits or food supplies to cities.
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17. Prom the above counts it will be seen that, f0P some types of enquiry,
a "high degree of■standardisation is practicable and amounts to repetition of
the project at different periods of time. Jhere are many investigations,
however, which cannot be organi^.^.a continuous and-hi^hl^an^dised

■ basis.-^9 problem, is-how these should be dealt with if the advantages of
a standardized programme of work are to bs retained.

— I8i Tn the fir*t place, many of the investigations in the latter g>oup form
large -scale adjjoc operations which do not normally come within the scope of
aregular survey organisation. ae censuses of population and establishments

■ mentxoned above-are two cases in point. Ofcese enquiries involve intensive

field work over ashort period and need more enumerators than can be provided
fro,, the permanent staff, ^ey therefore require the creation of completely
new fxeld organizations on an adjaop. basis and need not neoeSsarily affect the

re^lar working programme of the statistical office even though the latter may
have responsibility for their conduct. . •-.. ,, . ^

■■■ 19. tar ^her operations Which dc come within the scope of the permanent
survey organisation but which retire some degree of individual planning,

is still, possible to utilise many standardised procedures with respect to
■■-■ .ample selection, recording technics, analysis a,d administrative arrange

ments, so tha, even though an .n.uiry may be of a specialised n'ature much of
the very detailed planning is eliminated.'-

20. Even ±t a highly standardized survey-programme is adopted over a
succession of years, there still remains the possibility of introducing a

...erian degree of flexibility. ^s oan be aohieved ^ ^ i,..^-

— ■ ■ U; In the first .laoe, if we take the example of current agricultural

Statl8ti0S' " is al^ys possible to concentrate more on certain
areas or on certain crops at particular times. ais'lwiirn6V

* change th, nature of the tasks of enumerators, i.e.:the measurement
of areas -and yields, but will simply »«ulre a different geo

graphical distribution of field staff. Even if it require8 the

' recruitment-of additional enumerators it may riot Entail'greats-
training delays if the number of recruits"is ;small and if they

can have in-service training in contact with teaas of experienced
staff.
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standard questionnaire to satisfy

in an annual questionnaire on manpower it is possible with a
in an annual qu« introduce new questions on

a
or

. T,is is p«i of .tb. -re general question of the extent to

items oanbe grouped in multi-purpose surveys.
items can of survey

(o) Finally it seems possible that, while. .,

■=r::rE:r^r
■■ *"

such operations.

*«

.. Inmost countries will P-vent any significant progress in extending the

geographical scope, content and quality of survey work.
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22. A further point arising from the shortage of professional staff is the

need for long term planning if the continuity of field work is to be main

tained. There appears to be sometimes lack of comprehension on the part of

planners and economists in respect of the time lag involved in any field sur

vey between the planning stage and the availability of results. If field

work is to proceed smoothly it is necessary that there should therefore be

close co-operation between the planning organization and the'statistical office

in order to foresee requirements well in advance. It is not possible to make

radical changes in a programme at short notice once it has been established.

Application to a programme of household surveys.

23. Ho mention has so far been made of specific programmes'of- household

surveys within the context of the more general type of field'organization

referred to above. It is important to note, however, that such surveys are

appropriate for the collection of information on a number- of economic flows

and therefore lend themselves to the optimum utilization of a permanent

field staff and a standardized survey programme.

24. If the Ghana programme istaken as an illustration it will be seen that

among the tasks of the permanent field machinery.household surveys are

initially envisaged as the means of collecting information on private incomes
and expenditure, to be followed later by more complete quantitative information

on household production, consumption, sales and purchases. By these enquiries

it will be possible to cover all private consumption, - the-eoono^i^Wp^ts
of almost all agricultural activity and many minor forms of'enterpriser

particularly trading. •&• general method of enquiry involves a:'relatively

large sample of households which are all visited at intervals of approximately
one week for the purpose of recording transactions under main headings

and a sub-sample of households which is used to obtain a more detalBd clas

sification of household production and consumption. The less frequent visits

to the l,rge sample, in addition to providing a genoral budget account, are

intended to shov transactions such as investments which occur at irregular

intervals, while the more detailed records for the sub-sample deal mainly with
items which do not fluctuate so much on a seasonal basis.
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25. in example of a differ,nt kind can be found in the field of agricultural

statistics where „. agricultural extension staff can ,e trained In coilectxng

annual figuresoT acreages Wy«ld, i, respect .rts^e-of househods xn

countries where shifting cultivation prevails and where, accordingly, there

is no convenient frame other than a list of households.

26." In toe two preceding examples and in earlier parts of this paper xt

has been purposely suggested that household surveys of consumption and expendx-

ture should he carried out by a permanent field staff attached to a central

statists office, while more specialized enquiries such as surveys of physi

cal data relating to acreage and yield should be carried out by other organxza-

tions such as an agricultural extension staff. This is an illustration of the

type of problem which has to be considered when building up a permanent

programme of surveys in any country. It is not suggested'that the above

division of labour should apply to all African countries under all condxtions,

but;it:must be realised that this type of choice may have far reaching

implications. The optimum sampling sizes and therefore the size of the field

strength differs considerably for ihe two types of survey mentioned. Above

all', the distribution of field operations over successive months in a gxven

year may differ even more widely. For example, in a cereal producing area

'the harvesting of a given crop extends over a short time during which all

yie'fd surveys would have to be donducted, while the consumption of the same

•orop may extend over several months or"perhaps the entire year. It would

therefore seem that, in general, the measurement of continuous flows, such as

consumption and expenditure, lends itself ideally to the full time utilization

of a permanent •atatistx^el^field staffFwhereas surveys suoh a*-those dealxng

with the:yxeld of cereals would point to the part-time utilization during

-fhe harvesting period of a permanent agricultural field staff.

27. Taking these comments into aocount, 'and'using the classification of

'household surveys suggested under' provisional item 5 of th^agenda, If should

be possible to suggest a tentative breakdown of household surveys into two

categories:"Those for inclusion in a permanent programmeon the one hand and;

'on the other, all others, whether they'come under periodic:censuses or under

the general heading of ad hoc surveys without any mention of periodicity.
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Permanent programme.

1 tftider the responsibility of oeritral statistical office ; ■ ]

1.1 Consumption, expenditure and income patterns in urban areas, for

establishing a permanent record of consumption and expenditure

aggregates, and in particular for following up fluctuations in the

demand for food? dis should also provide data for revision of

cost of living indices and demand analysis,'

1.2 Employment data in urban areas, in countries where acute unemployment

problems require a periodio report. '

• 1*}.l Pr°duotion of handicrafts and, more generally, home enterprises in

urban areas when the production of such enterprises is significant.

1.4 Inoome, expenditure and consumption patterns'of rural households,

Shib will throw light not only on agricultural activities i*i -

oountries where no other reliable source of information existsj

but also on all other aetivities of the rural"sector (handicraft

production, capital formation, wages paid to hired labour, etc.).

1.5. Utilization of crops in rural areas. This is particularly useful

, in areas where the production of crops is a continuous process

(vegetables, tuber crops like cassava in wet tropical areas, etc.).

Records include amount harvested, sales, purchases, stocks and

home consumption for important crops, for a sample of households.

1.6 Employment in the rural sector, in countries where the position
. has to be reviewed frequently. - . . ■,,-..,■

2* Under the main responsibility of other departments.

.... (with possible co-operation of central statistical office).

2.1 Annual measurement of areas and yield of crops (in countries where

.the household has to be used as a sample unit).

2.2. Dietary surveys., This should be included in permanent programmes

wherever the magnitude of nutrition problems warrants a fairly

wide programae of surveys. The. programme should concentrate by

priority on areas or population classes affected by such problems.
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3, other Surveys

3.! Cost of production surveys in the agricultural sector

3.2 Labour productivity in agriculture

3.3 Housing

3.4 Social characteristics of household*, (health, etc.)

3.5 Population censuses, (insofar as the household is a unit)
3.6 Agricultural censuses (distribution of .holdings by size, eo.uxp.ent,

etc.), insofar as the household is a unit.

p-^ohiftTna of sample sizt.»

28. »e problem of optimum size is only considered here for a program

of household surveys of a percent nature under the responsibility of a

central statistical offioe. In such a oase, the problem of sample sizes

for the different types of surveys induded in the program is olooely
related to the size of the percent field strength. The mutual adoust-

aent of programmes of surveys and size of field strength must be considered

at two suooessive stages:

■■'■ (a) At the time when Budgetary estimate for the survey section

(size of field strength, transport costs, etc..) is prepared,

(b) At a later stage, when preparing an annual programme on-the

■basis of a fixed 'budget.

29 The solution to the first problem (mutual adjustment of field

strength and a programme of surveys) is by definition dependent uponthe

number and the type of surveys to be included in the programme and the

priorities given to th.se surveys. It should be noted that there will
always'be a measure of arbitrary judgement in assessing the size of field

strength, not only because the necessary background informal to compute

optimum sample sizes is often lacking but also because priorities in the

programme of surveys are sometimes loose. _

The best approach to the problem would perhaps consist of taking the

following steps! ■

(a) determine the optimum sample size for the main survey (or surveys

of the programme.

(b) derive from the sample sizes the number of enumerators required

■ to reach these- sample sizes and then adjust the programme of-

■ surveys and the size of field staff.

(c) increase the mutter of enumerators by an arbitrary figure to

■ ■ allow, for flexibility in the programma and to cover other types

of survey. '
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30. As an illustration, let us take tha.-Qftso of a country'with, say^

5 million inhabitants living in rural areas and where the main .surveys

to be included in the programme refers to household income, expenditure

and consumption. The .first decision to.be made,refers to the optimum'"'

sample size. ■ This, as .can be seen from .characteristics of surveys given

tn paper. 0AS/2-ISffQ/L.3, require*, further definition^ the main objectives
of the surveys. Emphasis can be placed firstly on annual estimates of"

aggregate figures of income, expenditure and consumption, with a break

down by items or groups of items. Alternatively," the"main"objective may

be distribution of.income, with a detailed breakdown of financial transfers

and receipts by class of income. A further possible main objective is the

collection ot basic data for. food demand analysis, i.e. an..^analysis, of '.

factors influencing consumption (location of households,, income groups,
size of. family, etc.) " -

31. Supposing the first two objectives are adopted (aggregate figures and

distribution of income) as a first tentative stage, then da^ta on optimum

sampling size will have to be derived from preceding enojuirj.es. For

ezampie, it was found in,Ghana that a stratified sample of some 1,100

households in the cocoa producing area gave a co-efficient of variation

of 6> for the aggregate estimate of total gross household income.. Figures

are lacking on sampling errors relating to the frequency distribution of

income derived from the same sample, but it can be guessdthat the"more

refined the breakdown of households by income groups the larger the

■sample should be. Again, figures are lacking on the sampling error of"

the aggregate consumption figures for items or -coups of items, but the

more refined,the classification by items the larger the sampling size,,
should be. ..■;.:.■

3.2. Let us assume that, on the basis of. further calculation of '/"'"""^

sampling errors, it is found that an annual sample of, say, 5,000 house-:

holds woulA.be required for obtaining adequate information on income

distribution and the study of financial transfers, while accurate annual

figures on income, expenditure and consumption flows.would be"obtained for
a large sroup of items, by means of a sample of 3,000. .households. The

translation of these two figures into terms of.permanent enumerators is

ths.next step required. In the case of the first survey, assuming that

the same sample,of families will have to be.visited weekly ,throughout a

year and with 20 households per enumeator, we find that,250 enumerators
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are required. In the case of the second survey," assuming that the sample

of households is renewed every month, and that a daily visit is necessity

to each household throughout each month, the ratio of households per

enumerator is lower than,in the preceding case and is. say, 5 households

per enumerator. On the other hand, each enumerator will cover 5 x 12 - 60

household - months for the entire year, which means that 50 permanent

enumerators would be sufficient.

33, Ideally the size of field staff should then be decided on the

basis, of the more costly survey, i.e. the survey of income distribution.

It should be noted that the second survey (consumption flows) can be

conducted by the same enumerators as the first, since the sample is

smaller and the timing is different (daily visits to a smaller sample).

With this arrangement, however, it may be found that the figure of 250 -

enumerators is too high. It is here that overhead costs, e.g. number of

.professional staff available for the survey section and amount of super

vision and training needed, can be the limiting factors. It is tenta

tively estimated that, after a number of years of intensive training

for the staff, a single professional can handle from 200 to 300 enu

merators* .

The final decision, in this particular case, may well be to drop

altogether the income type of the survey until such time as more

professional staff are available. Alternatively, it can be decided to

keep the survey in the programme, but to reduce the objectives. Hiis

can be done in two possible ways:

(a) $y simplifying the content. Thus, instead of aiming at a

detailed breakdown of income by sources of earnings, only

aggregates Liay be used. This can result in a substantial

reduction in optimum sample size.

(b) By extending the survey over a longer period. For example,

it can be decided that the objective of the survey will be

to give an average picture of income distribution over two

successive years. This does not mean that annual results

should not be published, but annual changes may not be

significant for a number of items. This solution is of a

fairly wide application in a number of surveys of continuous

flows.
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34. The next problem when a final decision has been made on the size ^jf"'." !

the field strength, is to plan the programme of surveys so as to-make full '/ , ' W.

use of the existing field and processing staff. This requires oareful '

isideration of a number of factors such as seasonal factors affecting '

tyjfc of survey, interval between visits to households, geogrkl^i^al

ribution of staff, transport^problems,' allowances for siok&eas,

tions, etc... It has been said earlier, for example, that the same

can carry at the same time an income inquiry on a large sampleJ "akd !»

sumption inquiry on a small sample. Allowance has also to be i

preliminary survey in the form of a census or a sample survey of'popula

tion to prepare the frame for both surveys. It is also sometimes

to ask the staff to carry out area measurements on an ad hoc sample>

the optimum size of sample may not differ too widely i&om that "of the"

budget inquiry and the same stratifioation of households may be

for both surveys. Yield measurements, on the other hand, generally

a muoh larger sample and do not lend themselves to utilization of %• aaiM

field staff. In conclusion, there are a thousand and one ways of utilising

a permanent field staff for a series of surveys tut care should always be;

taken to adopt an adequate sample design and adequate reoording techniques

for each individual survey, which is generally a severely limiting factor

with respect to optimum staff utilization. ' '' ' "




